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SUMMER WORSHIP PLANS

While we recognize the fundamental value of and preference for in-person fellowship
and community for a worshiping congregation, especially for a church like ours, the life of
which is grounded in communion, the worship in which we are presently engaged online
is providing for joyful adoration, praise and thanksgiving of the triune God, the faithful
hearing and proclamation of the Word of God and the responsible administration of the
Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper. We look forward with great anticipation to the day when
we can gather again in our sanctuary to worship God together.
We have therefore extended the season of solely online worship through the summer
with the understanding that we will begin in-person worship services again on Sunday 23
August 2020 if the conditions allow. Until then we commit ourselves to providing a rich,
meaningful and faithful service of worship in whatever form it may take.
Additional Info at www.scapc.org.
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TOGETHERNESS IN THE SPIRIT
Showing Us Your Love
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ADULT CLASSES
Sunday School Never Stops!

Friday, March 13 the staff had a meeting to discuss this virus called Covid-19. Two
hours later we made the heartbreaking decision to cancel services and Sunday school
and go online for three weeks. Leaders changed to Zoom meetings and we all quickly
learned how to log-in, mute and screen-share. 13+ weeks later we are still closed but,
in that time, so much has changed. Members have been able to attend classes while out
of town or weary of leaving their homes. Conversations during our classes have been
in-depth and thought-provoking and attendance has been strong. We want to learn
from this experience and asked participants, “What are some of the positive aspects of
hosting classes online?”

Michele Murphy,
Director of Christian Education

I live on the Westbank, so while it isn't too long a drive to church (and it's definitely
worth it!), it does take up some time. Having Sunday School with no commute allows
me to enjoy a more relaxed Sunday morning but still engage in interesting classes
with great teachers and thought-provoking conversation with my classmates.
- Amy Morriss
Amy and Casey Morriss

Most importantly, I thought it was meaningful to provide an opportunity for
connection at a time when many of us craved and needed it the most. And during
those early days of the quarantine, I think our classes helped many people--including
myself--become more comfortable with virtual communication, which has become
an increasingly important tool in our daily lives.
- Robert Edgecombe
Online Sunday School classes have been a focal point in the week for Thomas and
me. Historically, we enjoy attending Sunday School but now we can attend every
week wherever we are — including in our pajamas! Thomas LOVES seeing all the
people he knows, and the experience is important in relieving his Covid isolation
angst.
- Miriam Schulingkamp

Thomas and Miriam Schulingkamp

I would say the on-line classes have offered us a way to keep connected as a church
community. And at the same time, we are able to continue to explore and enhance
our spiritual growth through the preparation of the class leaders and the experiences
of those participating.
- Gwen Wertz
I never thought I would ever enjoy a meeting via an on-line platform, but I look
forward every week to getting together, to learn something and, especially, to see
the members of the class. It’s reassuring to see people doing well as the weeks go by.
- Julie Nice

Julie Nice

From more consistent attendance and ability to attend while out of town to technology learning, our

classes have proven successful. The Spiritual Formation Team will continue this format through the summer. Julie Nice and
Richard Ashmore will lead "Christianity and World Religions" on Sundays, June 14 – July 26 at 9:30 AM (Central Standard
Time for those travelling!). We are also working on options during for the fall to have both in-person classes (if allowed)
and online classes, so that we can continue to serve a larger portion of the congregation.
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JULY SERMON SERIES
Michael Jinkins

Last summer folks seemed to enjoy the series of

Ten Minute Sermons (on the Hebrew Patriarchs) so
much that I’ve decided to do much the same thing this
summer, only with a different set of texts on a very
different subject. During July I’ll preach a series of
sermons on love drawing on the classical categories of
philia (filial love) amicitia (friendship), eros (romantic/
erotic love), and agape (unconditional or divine love).
Steven has very graciously agreed to video tape all of
these sermons ahead of time so that I can “preach”
them while I hope to be on vacation.
Obviously, given the enormity and complexity of the
subject of love, we’ll only be skating on very thin ice
over vast unexplored ocean depths. But I hope that
we will find ourselves reflecting in at least a few new
ways on some of the most powerful biblical texts in
our faith tradition.
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OKRA ABBEY
Established in 2017, Okra Abby is a 1001 New Worshipping Community of the
Presbytery of South Louisiana and one of St. Charles Ave Presbyterian’s Community
Ministry Partners. Many of you may remember Okra Abbey’s origins as the J.W. Johnson
School Garden started by SCAPC’s Christian Education Director Mary Dukes DeWitt as a
community garden and project for the youth group. Over the years God has grown (pun
intended) the garden to something much bigger. Recently I asked Okra Abbey’s “Organizing
Pastor,” Rev. Hannah Quick, to talk about the Abbey, its mission, and how things have
changed in light of COVID-19 and the growing needs of the community.

An Interview with Rev. Hannah Quick

Rev. Hannah Quick

by Sarah Chancellor-Watson

What would you say is the mission and
purpose of Okra Abbey?

How is Okra Abbey meeting those needs?
To meet the growing need we have expanded our
vegetable delivery program to include anyone in need,
where previously it was focused on older individuals and
couples with limited mobility. We are also preparing more
vegetable bags to pick up with no registration required.
Pre-COVID 19 we delivered to 6 families per week. Biweekly deliveries and pick-ups were so irregular that we
did not track them. People often stopped by for a few
green onions or a bag of mustard greens, not a full farm
share-style bag. Now, between pick-ups and deliveries,
we are providing 25-30 families with vegetable bags.

Okra Abbey is a giving garden and new worshipping
community inspired by the mission of historical abbeys
to care for those in need, offer refuge to the outcast, and
educate the young. Since we are a garden, we use the
resources we have on hand to live out this mission. These
include the food we grow, the meals we cook, and the
space we occupy and maintain. So in addition to ensuring
we are growing enough to share with our neighbors, it is
also central to our mission to make our space beautiful
and welcoming as people come to rest. We empower our
neighbors to participate in the growing, harvesting, and
serving as we learn together.

What does Okra Abbey mean to the
community?
Members of the community know that Okra Abbey
is a safe space, a space that is their own where they
will be welcomed and treated with respect. Our
neighbors know Okra Abbey is a place they can go
to for help and a place they can go to be of help.

How have you seen the needs of the
community change since the beginning of
the pandemic?
Since the beginning of the pandemic, we have seen
the need increase. Even families and individuals
who were employed in otherwise good and stable
industries are out of work and worried about their
most basic needs.
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GRACE, GREENS & MORE
SCAPC has partnered with Okra Abbey, previously the J. W. Johnson
School Garden, for over a decade.
How can we continue to support the mission of
Okra Abbey?
Okra Abbey is so grateful for the support we have
received from St. Charles Avenue Presbyterian Church.
The desserts have been better and have offered more
variety than we would have had on our own. The masks
where so helpful and we would welcome more. We gave
masks to kids, the elderly, and young adults. Jane Rasi
has been a friend and stops by to help us harvest and
pack vegetable bags when she can.

If you would like to learn more

Pastor Sarah and her
"Assistant" Buster

about Okra Abbey or stop by to see them in action, they are located in the “Pigeon Town/West
Carrollton” neighborhood, on Hickory St. between Monroe St. and Eagle St. Specific opportunities
to work with Okra Abbey will be advertised in the Quatrefoil newsletter periodically throughout
the year. The Session and staff at SCAPC remain committed to all of our Community Ministry
Partners in this difficult time. As we work on making sure the quarterly support grants continue
to go out on time, we remind everyone that it is your pledge dollars that allow us to do so and
we remain grateful for your dedication that allows us to continue to support vital ministries like
Okra Abbey.
Below: SCAPC members Caitlin, Laurel, and Andrew Rowland live near Okra Abbey and try to
share a meal and get to know their neighbors at Grace & Greens as often as possible (pre-Covid)!

OUR UNSTOPPABLE YOUTH
SCAPC Youth Remain United Amidst Pandemic
Covid-19 ravaged many households,
households

businesses, and families with the economic and
emotional instability it created. In the middle of
chaos and confusion, though, the SCAPC youth
rallied and remained quite unified as a community –
powerfully demonstrating how the Holy Spirit never
fails to create and sustain life and love in the middle
of hardship. With the closure of the physical body
of the church, youth activities moved to Zoom, and
SCAPC offered a new calendar full of opportunities
for 6th-12th graders to remain socially connected
with each other. Among these were virtual Sunday
School and youth group on Sundays, a cyber Junior
High Game night on Fridays, and online sessions of
Dungeons and Dragons on Saturdays. Youth Groups
featured fun games like “Pictionary,” “Mafia,” and
even an interactive Mario Kart night, and also made
a point to provide spaces for youth to both be goofy
with each other and also check in seriously as to how
their home lives were going. High schoolers often
led prayers and even offered a few “talks” during
youth group to provide wisdom and leadership
amidst quarantine.

Speaking of high schoolers, perhaps one
of the biggest “God-sightings” of quarantine for the
church was the way the divine strengthened the
relationship among SCAPC upper-schoolers during
the pandemic. The Senior High Small Group, which
during the year met sporadically with moderate
attendance, began to meet regularly every week
with fantastic and consistent numbers. The high
schoolers came together each Tuesday night to
supportively listen to each other’s highs, lows, and
“God-moments” of the week, and took turns leading
devotions and prayers. The way in which the group
and its leaders continually showed up for each other
during this time of isolation was remarkable to say
the least.

were dispersed to students individually through
videos, and students were asked to write reflection
papers on the topics so that the material could
still be digested thoughtfully. It is SCAPC’s hope
that Confirmands will be able to present their faith
journeys to session at the end of the summer and
be confirmed officially in front of the church as soon
as the physical community re-opens.

Two of the biggest youth quarantine
highlights to share would be the Zoom Murder
Mystery Party on May 3 and the Cyber Olympics
on May 26. In the former, over 30 youth gathered
virtually in costume for a hilariously spooky, mindbending case of “whodunnit”; in the latter, 6th-12th
graders representing different countries competed
for the “gold medal” via Zoom in rounds of grueling
games like Trivia, Answer that Riddle, and Create
the Best Itsy Bitsy Spider Dance.

There is no doubt our youth have been
up to a lot in quarantine. We are so proud of

their dedication to leading each other, to remaining
joyfully and thoughtfully connected to their peers
and their church, and, in the Confirmands’ case, to
maintaining their focus on growing in preparation
for their sacred Confirmation in just a few months’
time. We offer them all our encouragement and
admiration!

While high schoolers shifted to more
regular meetings, SCAPC Confirmands-in-

training, most of whom will be entering high
school next year, took a break from group meetings
and their tasks became more individualized. For
instance, instead of doing a communal service
project feeding the homeless, the Confirmand
Class instead chose to personally write letters
to SCAPC members isolated in nursing homes
when the coronavirus hit. Many even were able
to foster relationships with their older partners
and become pen-pals! Moreover, instead of doing
group Zoom lessons, the final Confirmation topics
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Chris Hazlaris,
Youth & Young Adults Director

MISSING THE IN-BETWEENS
A Love Letter to SCAPC and New Orleans
by Emma Pegues-Smith

New Orleans, I miss you. I miss your crooked sidewalks
that necessitated an off-road mountain stroller and
made me curse just a few weeks ago trying to navigate.
I miss your green trees and the pollen that made me
sound like I had a clothespin clipped onto my nose. I miss
your restaurants that left us more than satisfied, left us
satiated in a blissful stupor. I miss the true community
of New Orleans that refuses to bow down to tragedy,
but rises as one to become more resilient together, each
crisis we overcome stitched into the shared fabric that
is the life of a New Orleanian. But most of all, as I listen
every Sunday morning to the SCAPC services on YouTube
and let your familiar voices soothe my soul, I miss the
in-betweens.

Twenty-two short weeks ago,

I took my two

sons – one two years old, one just born – and moved
1,500 miles away from New Orleans. I left behind my
parents, extended family, my best friends in the world,
this church, my job, and everything familiar to follow
my husband across the country to a state I had never
visited. Enter COVID-19. My world, which had seemed so
large and filled with possibility just a few days prior, has
now shrunk down to the size of our strange new house
in a strange new state, looking through our windows
at people we don’t know who call themselves our
neighbors. How is this possible?

The few quiet seconds in-between Steven’s Gloria Patri
and the Invitation to Discipleship, as the congregation
gets settled back into their seats and looks for those
black friendship pads. The muted hand-off and nod to
your pew neighbor in-between receiving and passing the
Offering plate. The grin shared with Joe Bean in-between
my second and third cookie in Fellowship Hall after the
10:30 service. Catching a moment with Ann Van Horn
as she moves confidently in-between her latest acts of
service. Realizing you took the wrong set of stairs and
walking the second floor hallway in-between the nursery
school and the office to get to the Youth Room.
Eventually, this time we’re living in may be an inbetween of its own. But for now, I thank God for what
we had before we lost it, and I ask for
the blessing to experience those inbetweens again soon.

"I miss the true community of New Orleans
that refuses to bow down to tragedy."
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DONALD JEFFERSON
25 Years of Service to SCAPC
This summer

marks the 25th year of Donald Jefferson's dedicated service to
SCAPC as our revered sexton. Here, members share their affection for Donald's
hard work, engaging personality, and for all that he has meant to us over the
years. Stay tuned for a churchwide celebration this fall!
“Donald
Jefferson has
been a valued
employee of
the church
since 1995,
an incredible
record of
devotion and service. Even more, he has been a friend
of the church, caring for its members with a heart full of
love. In fact, were I to describe Donald in a single word,
it would be a man of great love, for others and for God.”

- Don Frampton

“Donald has always been a pleasure to work with—
reliable, concerned, industrious, and also humorous.
He was there to open up, and there to close up every
day. And if you wanted to know what was REALLY going
on at the church, Donald would be the one to ask.
Congratulations on 25 great years!”

- Wayne Willcox

“Words that come to mind when I think of Donald R.
Jefferson are: family, kindness, team player, smart,
friendly, and a task completion kind of guy. In fact,
Presbyterian Women's monthly Bible study refreshment
set up was always prompt and seamless with Donald
in the mix. Requests to assist with our annual Simple
Elegance dinner and PW Christmas program were always
welcomed by Donald. And at Wednesday Night Out
(WNO) Donald was key to its success from the afternoon
set up of tables to the clean up of our weekly family style
meal. Donald had his hand in the job until the last fork
was washed, last table cleared and even setting up an
impromptu lost and found for our youngsters who might
have left a sweatshirt, sippy cup or perhaps zucchini
racecar behind.
Donald is most often seen with a smile on his face, as
he shares his positive attitude with our congregation.
Donald has the respect and love of the entire SCAPC
Family. We are all very fortunate to have had Donald in
our community for the last twenty-five years.”

- Ebie Taylor Strauss

“Donald and I have frequently worked together over his
years at SCAPC; often on events that centered around the
kitchen: choir rehearsals, stewardship lunches, pastor or
other church anniversary celebrations, and most recently
with WNO. Donald is always a willing assistant, listening
to requests and making suggestions. He takes pride
in how SCAPC presents itself, to the members and to
others. As a spectator of the WNO Trivia nights, zucchini
races, crazy hat nights (and others), Donald’s joy
and laughter are intertwined with the participants'.
He knows many of the members and he shares in
their joys and sorrows. His devotion and dedication
to SCAPC is only exceeded by his devotion to his
beloved Saints.”

- Mary Lou O'Keefe

“I love knowing I can count on Donald. He's so
dependable, so helpful and he always gets the job
done right. But the best thing about Donald is his
attitude, a delightful combination of pleasant and
playful - heavy on the playful. His countenance may
be stoic, but there is always a joke or a dance move
lurking just beneath the surface!”

- Pierce Young
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THE LIGHTER SIDE
of Social Distancing

MILESTONES

Send your milestones to Membership
Coordinator Camille Zander:
camille@scapc.org.

as of June 16, 2020

BIRTHS

DEATHS

James Landry Schaefer, February 20
son of Lauri Anne and William Schaefer
grandson of Louise Schaefer

David L. McNeill
June Beyer Pixler
William W. Messersmith, III
Mary Alice May
Patricia Rosamond
Walter Evans Jr.

Whitney Wallace Elkins, March 16
daughter of Keli and Nicholas Elkins
granddaughter of Kate and Gary Elkins

NEW MEMBERS

Stuart Woodley Carter, April 28
son of Kate and Bryan Carter

Emily and Andrew Tatum

WWW.SCAPC.ORG
for

Virtual Worship | Sunday School | Small Groups | Prayer Requests | Donations | Volunteer Opportunities | Blog Posts

NURSERY SCHOOL
Now Accepting Applications
for 2020-2021

Our philosophy is centered on the importance of learning through play!
Hands-on Sensory Activities | Fine Motor Skills | Art Activities | Social and Emotional Development
Early Childhood Curriculum | Low Ratios | Experienced Teachers (100+yrs) | Following COVID-19 Guidelines

HOURS:

TUITION:

3-day (2 year olds)
5- day

9:00 - 12:00 (Mon-Fri)
12:00 - 2:15 Lunch Bunch
for children age 3 and up (Mon-Thurs)

$4250 (Mon, Wed, Fri)
$6150

Further Information:

SCAPCNS.org

Questions? Keflyn Fransen, scapcns@gmail.com
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